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OPSOMMING
Die Harpy-arend en die Amasone-reënwoud in die Brasiliaanse federale reg – gedagtes oor die omgewingsreg en die bewaring van roofvoëls en hulle habitat

Die regsbeskerming van die Harpy-arend en die Amasone-reënwoud in die Brasiliaanse federale reg word krities in oorsig geneem en insigte wat van algemene toepassing op die regsbeskerming van roofvoëls en hulle habitat is, word daaruit geput. Die Harpy-arend word bedreig deur individuele voëls gejag en gevang word en deur habitatvernietiging. Die Amasone-reënwoud word onder andere deur ontbossing en aardverwarming bedreig. Die Harpy-arend se bewaringstatus ingevolge die Brasiliaanse federale reg is bevredigend. Omvattende wetgewing is ook in plek om vir die bewaring van die Amasone-reënwoud voorsiening te maak, maar daar is vraagteken oor die effektiwiteit daarvan, veral na die promulging van 'n nuwe Código Florestal (Woud-kode), wat swakker beskerming as sy voorganger bied. Teenstand van 'n invloedryke landbou-belangeorg en soms gebrekkige regshandhawing ondermyn die effektiwiteit van die Woud-kode. Aan die ander kant het omgewingsowerhede daarin geslaag om die tempo van ontbossing te verlaag, onder ander deur die effektiwere benutting van tegnologiese hulpmiddele en deur die aanwending van strafregtelike sanksies waarvoor Brasiliaanse wetgewing voorsiening maak. Regsgeleerdes, soos lede van die Ministério Público (die openbare vervolgingsgesag) en die regbank, speel 'n positiewe rol in die implementering van die omgewingreg in Brasilië. Omdat reënwoude aardverwarming teenwerk, is die regsbeskerming van die Amasone van internasionale belang. Die effektiwere regsbeskerming van groot roofvoëls verg 'n tweeledige aanslag: regsbeskerming teen direkte bedreigings soos jag, asook die bewaring van roofvoëls se ekologiese rol as karnivore, en andersyds as vlagskipspesies in bewaringsinisiatiewe. Die doeltreffende regsbeskerming van species en hulle habitatte sal toenemend internasionale samewerking verg.
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1 Introduction

The Harpy Eagle\(^1\) has been described by ornithologists as the most formidable avian predator in the world.\(^2\) It is one of the largest and probably the most powerful of all the actively hunting\(^3\) raptors, or birds of prey.\(^4\) Its main habitat is South and Central American rainforest.\(^5\) The Amazon is the largest tropical rainforest in the world. It occupies an estimated 5 500 000 square kilometers, which constitute 56 per cent of all the broadleaf forests on earth.\(^6\) It spans across 9 South American countries,\(^7\) with the largest portion situated in Brazil.\(^8\) As one of the world’s largest hunting raptors and the largest tropical rainforest respectively, the Harpy Eagle and the Amazon rainforest may both be described as giants of nature. They are intimately connected, insofar as the Harpy Eagle is an apex predator in the Amazonian ecosystem, and the Amazon is the most important forest for the global conservation of the Harpy Eagle.\(^9\)

---


2. Brown and Amadon 632; Ferguson-Lees and Christie 718. The recorded weight of the Harpy Eagle is 4-9 kg (Ferguson-Lees and Christie 718). The two eagle species that are closest in terms of weight are Steller’s Sea Eagle *Haliaeetus pelagicus* at 4.9-9 kg (Ferguson-Lees and Christie 408) and the Philippine Eagle *Pithecophaga jefferyi* at 4.7-8 kg (Ferguson-Lees and Christie 722). Scientific and English names used here follow Dickinson and Remsen The Howard Moore Complete Checklist Of The Birds Of The World Vol 1 (2013).

3. As opposed to scavenging, see eg Del Hoyo, Elliot and Sargatal (eds) 69.


7. Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, French Guyana, Guyana, Peru, Surinam and Venezuela.

8. Brazil contains 69% of the Amazon drainage basin, in which the Amazon rainforest is situated; supra n 6 at 1.

Both the Harpy Eagle and the Amazon Rainforest are under threat. The Harpy Eagle has disappeared from vast parts of its historically known range of distribution,\textsuperscript{10} and millions of hectares of the Amazon have been lost to human development or destruction.\textsuperscript{11}

This contribution provides a critical overview of the protection that has been bestowed upon the Harpy Eagle and the Amazon rainforest under Brazilian federal law.\textsuperscript{12} To provide context, the overview is preceded by an introductory account of the basic, and interrelated, conservation challenges faced by the Harpy Eagle and the Amazon rainforest in Brazil. Overviews of enforcement and compliance realities and challenges follow and lead on to a discussion of pertinent aspects of the legal protection of the Harpy Eagle and the Amazon, with the aim of producing important insights of general application in respect of the legal conservation of birds of prey and their habitats.

\section{Conservation Challenges}

\subsection{Conservation Challenges Facing the Harpy Eagle}

In global terms, the Harpy Eagle probably has a population in the range of 20 000 to 50 000 individuals and is not currently regarded as an Endangered Species on a global scale. However, Harpy Eagle populations are suspected to be declining ‘moderately rapidly’ and its worldwide distribution range is shrinking. In Brazil, the Amazon still harbours an apparently substantial Harpy Eagle population.\textsuperscript{13} The International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN), in consultation with BirdLife International, lists the Harpy Eagle as globally Near-Threatened in its Red List. These conservation non-governmental organisations furthermore project that the Harpy Eagle will suffer a habitat loss of 27.6 to 45.5\% and that the species is likely to decline by

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{11} Roughly 1 299 593 sq km of the Amazon have been cleared by 2012; \textit{supra} n 6 at 1.
\bibitem{12} Brazil is a federation of 26 states, a federal district and municipalities. Federal law, rather than state law, generally plays a more dominant part in environmental conservation, especially in the Amazonian states; see McAllister \textit{Making Law Matter: Environmental Protection And Legal Institutions In Brazil} (2008) 22.
\bibitem{13} BirdLife International 2017 \url{http://datazone.birdlife.org/species/factsheet/harpy-eagle-harpia-harpyja} (accessed 2017-03-03); International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources 2016 \url{http://dx.doi.org/10.2305/IUCN.UK.2016-3.RLTS.T22695998A93537912.en} (accessed 2017-03-03). The Harpy Eagle also occurs in smaller numbers in other habitats, such as the Pantanal floodplain and forest enclaves in \textit{Cerrado} (woody savanna). In the species-rich, but highly fragmented, Atlantic Forest of Brazil, Harpy Eagle numbers have been severely reduced. See Aguiar-Silva, Sanaiotti and Luz ‘Food habits of the Harpy Eagle, a top predator from the Amazonian forest canopy’ 2014 \textit{48(1) Journal of Raptor Research} 25.
\end{thebibliography}
25 to 30% over three generations. The Harpy Eagle’s population and distribution trends warrant concern and legal and other conservation responses are appropriate.

The most important known anthropogenic threats experienced by the Harpy Eagle may be broadly classified into direct threats, that is, by hunting and live capture of individual birds; and indirect threats, mainly habitat destruction. The hunting and live capture of Harpy Eagles may be motivated by such diverse objectives as the securing of trophies, obtaining live specimens for zoos or as pets, retaliation for and prevention of domestic stock losses, and so forth. Even curiosity on the part of persons who have never or seldom seen Harpy Eagles has been recorded as a motive to kill the eagles.

Habitat destruction is regarded as the most serious general threat faced by wildlife. The Harpy Eagle has not escaped this trend. Because the Amazon rainforest is a globally important component of the worldwide distribution of the Harpy Eagle, the conservation challenges faced by the Amazon will now be considered.

2.2 Conservation Challenges Facing the Amazon Rainforest

The Amazon is so much larger than any other rainforest that it is probably further away from total destruction than any other rainforest on earth. Historically, the interior of the Amazon has been largely inaccessible, and the forest enjoyed a comparatively large measure of immunity against the destructive activities of human populations for a long time. Human access was originally largely limited to waterborne transport along rivers. However, in more recent times, the Amazon has become vulnerable to deforestation and degradation. In 2001, scientists claimed that the Amazon had the highest absolute rate of forest destruction in the world, averaging nearly 200 million hectares per year. By 2012, an estimated 757,661 square kilometres of the Brazilian part of the Amazon have been cleared, representing 18.6 percent of the

19 Bryner ‘Brazil’s green court: environmental law in the Superior Tribunal de Justiça (High Court of Brazil)’ 2012 Pace Envtl L Rev 473.
Advancement of agricultural interests such as the acquisition of ranchland for livestock and large-scale cropland cultivation, road construction, human settlement and the construction of dams for hydro-electrical schemes constitute some of the major causes of deforestation. The construction of new roads continues to open up vast new areas to human exploration and exploitation.

3 Legal Protection Under Brazilian Federal Law

3.1 Protection of the Harpy Eagle in Brazilian Federal Law

A chapter of the Constitution of Brazil is devoted to the environment. It states that all have the right to an ecologically balanced environment, and the state and the citizenry have a duty to defend and preserve it for present and future generations. To ensure the effectiveness of this right, the state has the responsibility to protect the fauna and flora by

---

21 Supra n 6 at 1. Combined with the estimated deforestation in Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, French Guyana, Guyana, Peru, Surinam and Venezuela, roughly 1,299,593 square kilometers of the entire Amazon have been cleared by 2012.

22 Soy beans and beef are two of the most important agricultural products in Brazil and both are produced at the expense of rainforest in many areas; see Crawford and Pignataro “The insistent (and unrelenting) challenges of protecting biodiversity in Brazil: finding ‘the law that sticks’” 2007 39(1) University of Miami Inter-American Law Review 16-19.


24 Barber et al ‘Roads, deforestation and the mitigating effect of protected areas in the Amazon’ 2014 177 Biological Conservation 203-208. A long-term study on the biological dynamics of forest fragments conducted near Manaus in the Brazilian Amazon has shown that the more fragmented a forest becomes and the smaller the forest fragments become as a result of deforestation, the greater the loss of biodiversity becomes inside the forest fragments; see eg Laurance et al ‘The fate of Amazonian forest fragments: a 32-year investigation’ 2011 144 Biological Conservation 56-65.


26 Chapter VI.

legislation that prohibits practices which are a risk to their ecological function, cause the extinction of species or subject animals to cruelty.28

Law 5.197 of 1967 established comprehensive protection for indigenous fauna.29 It provided that wild animals, as well as their nests, shelters and natural breeding sites are property of the state, and their use, persecution, destruction, hunting or harvesting is prohibited.30 This protection was strengthened by the Environmental Crimes Law,31 which criminalises and establishes penalties for the killing, pursuing, hunting, catching and use of resident or migratory wildlife animal species without authorisation or a licence.32 Wildlife animal species are defined as all indigenous species, migratory or otherwise, terrestrial or aquatic, whose life cycle takes place, in whole or partially, within the Brazilian territory or in Brazilian jurisdictional waters.33 The penalty is imprisonment of six months to one year and a fine.34 Other acts that attract the same penalties are the obstructing of the procreation of fauna; modification, damaging or destruction of nests, refuges or natural breeding areas; and trading in wild animals.35 The penalties will be increased by 50 percent under certain circumstances, inter alia if the crime is committed against a rare species or one considered to be endangered, even if this pertains only at the site where the crime is committed; if the crime is committed in a conservation area; or if the crime is committed using methods or equipment capable of causing mass destruction.36 If the crime is committed in the form of professional hunting, the penalty may increase threefold.37 Killing an animal is not a crime if it is done in necessity to satisfy the hunger of the perpetrator or his family; to protect agriculture,

28 Article 225 par 1(vii); see also Michigan State University College of Law 2016 https://www.animallaw.info/statute/brazil-constitutional-provision-animal (accessed 2017-03-03).
30 Article 1; art 2 also prohibits professional hunting. Some exceptions are made in subsequent provisions.
32 Article 29.
33 Article 29(3).
34 Article 29.
35 Article 29(1).
36 Article 29(4).
37 Article 29(5); Benjamin 1998 Fifth International Conference on Environmental Compliance and Enforcement supra n 31 at 230.
orchards and herds if authority has been granted by a competent authority; or in case of dangerous animals.  

The Harpy Eagle is classified as ‘Vulnerable’ in the National List of Brazilian Fauna Species Threatened With Extinction, which has been compiled by the Chico Mendes Institute for Nature Conservation, an office of the Brazilian Ministry of the Environment. This Brazilian list, therefore, allocates the Harpy Eagle to a more serious category of threat than the IUCN Red List. The inclusion of the Harpy Eagle in the Brazilian list will inter alia mean that crimes under the Environmental Crimes Law against the Harpy Eagle will attract the harsher penalties provided for in respect of crimes to rare or endangered species.

Because the Harpy Eagle occurs naturally in low densities and is a slow breeder, even a small decline in the annual survival rate of adult birds can have a large negative effect on the size of the population. Large bird species with slow reproductive rates may be lost from otherwise suitable habitat if hunting and other anthropogenic factors reduce the average annual survival of adults and causing a population decline. For this reason, the targeted legal protection of the Harpy Eagle against human persecution, as detailed above, is important for its survival.

3 2 Protection of the Amazon Rainforest in Brazilian Federal Law

The Constitution of Brazil provides that the Brazilian Amazonian forest is a part of the national patrimony and that it shall be used under conditions prescribed by law that will ensure the preservation of the environment.

38 Article 37.
40 As seen in par 2.1 above, the IUCN lists the Harpy Eagle as Near-threatened. According to IUCN criteria, Vulnerable is a more serious category. Taxa that are classified as Vulnerable are regarded to face a high risk of extinction; see IUCN 2016 http://www.iucnredlist.org/static/categories_criteria_3_1 (accessed 2017-03-20).
43 Article 225 par 4; see also Michigan State University College of Law 2016 https://www.animallaw.info/statute/brazil-constitutional-provision-animal (accessed 2017-03-03).
Since 2001, the Código Florestal (Forest Code)\textsuperscript{44} requires landowners who own land in the Amazon to conserve the indigenous vegetation in so-called Legal Reserves that must constitute 80\% of their land.\textsuperscript{45} If a greater portion of the land has already been deforested, the native vegetation must be restored at the landowners’ expense to meet the required percentage.\textsuperscript{46} In addition, certain parts of the land, such as riparian land and hilltops and steep slopes, are designated as Areas of Permanent Preservation to conserve water resources and to combat erosion.\textsuperscript{47} According to this requirement, buffer strips of indigenous riparian vegetation (Riparian Protection Areas) must be left intact along watercourses.\textsuperscript{48} In rural areas, protection areas must also be left intact around natural ponds or lakes.\textsuperscript{49} Where land in the aforementioned zones have already been deforested by human occupation, the landowners have a duty to restore the native vegetation at their own

\textsuperscript{44} Originally Law 4.771 of 09/15/1965 modified by Provisional Measures 1.1511 of 06/25/1996 and 2.166-67 of 08/24/2001; currently Law 12.651 of 05/25/2012, modified by Law 12.727 and Decree 7.830 of 10/17/2012. Law 4.771 was promulgated in 1965 and was transformed into a conservation-oriented body of legislation by a series of presidential decrees; see Soares-Filho et al ‘Cracking Brazil’s Forest Code’ 2014 344 Science 363. Law 4.771 was preceded by Decree 23.793 of 23/01/1934, which was also popularly known as the ‘Forest Code’. While it stated in art 1 that forests were of common interest to all Brazilians, Decree 23.793 contained few preservationist provisions; see Drummond and Barros-Platiau 2006 28(1) Law and Policy supra n 25 at 87. Despite its name, the ‘Code’ is not a codification of statutes and is more accurately referred to as the ‘Forest Law’. For historical background and evaluation, see Drummond and Barros-Platiau 2006 28(1) supra n 25 at 87-90; Patriota 2009 Geo Wash Intl L Rev supra n 25 at 614-615; Daibert 2009 Geo Wash Intl L Rev supra n 25 at 825 831-832.

\textsuperscript{45} Originally Law 4.771 of 09/15/1965 art 16; currently Law 12.651 of 05/25/2012 art 12; see further Soares-Filho et al 2014 344 Science supra n 44 at 363. In spite of the name ‘Forest Code’ this statute also applies to other forms of native vegetation, such as grassland and Cerrado (savanna). Land situated in the Amazon receives a significantly higher degree of protection insofar as the Legal Reserve on land in most other biomes is required to constitute 20\% of the property and in the Cerrado biome 35\%.

\textsuperscript{46} Originally under Law 4.771 of 09/15/1965 art 16(5) to the full size of the Legal Reserve or to 50\% if the property has been designated as a consolidation zone. Under the new Forest Code the restoration requirements differ; see below.

\textsuperscript{47} Soares-Filho et al 2014 344 Science supra n 44 at 363.

\textsuperscript{48} The width of the Riparian Protection Areas depends on the width of the watercourses: 50 m for watercourses less than 10 m wide, 50 m for watercourses 10-50 m wide, 100 m for watercourses 50-200 m wide, 200 m for watercourses 200-600 m wide, and 500 m for watercourses wider than 600 m; originally Law 4.771 of 09/15/1965 art 2; currently Law 12.651 of 05/25/2012 art 4.

\textsuperscript{49} Such strips must be 100 m wide, unless the waterbodies have a surface area of 20 ha or smaller, in which case the required width of the protected zone is 50 m; originally Law 4.771 of 09/15/1965 art 2; currently Law 12.651 of 05/25/2012 art 4.
expense.\textsuperscript{50} Similar provisions require the setting aside of Areas of Permanent Preservation on hilltops and steep slopes (Hilltop Preservation Areas). For instance, native vegetation must be kept intact or, under the old Forest Code, restored on hilltops complying with certain criteria. Hilltops are defined as the areas situated higher than the lower two-thirds of the slope of the hill.\textsuperscript{51} The \textit{Environmental Crimes Law} boosted compliance with the provisions of the Forest Code by providing for penalties for specific criminal offences against flora.\textsuperscript{52}

After an agribusiness backlash,\textsuperscript{53} a new Forest Code\textsuperscript{54} was adopted that provides weaker protection for native vegetation. The provisions pertaining to the size of Legal Reserves and Riparian Protection Areas remain the same as under the previous code, but the restoration duty of the landowners in respect of illegally cleared vegetation no longer extends to the entire area of Legal Reserves.\textsuperscript{55} The Legal Reserve of Amazonian municipalities is also significantly reduced from 80\% to 50\% of the landholding if more than half of their surface area consists of protected areas.\textsuperscript{56} The parts of Riparian Protection Areas that need to be restored, are measured differently and are narrower than the Riparian Protection Areas themselves.\textsuperscript{57} The restoration duties of smaller

\textsuperscript{50} Originally \textit{Law 4.771} of 09/15/1965 art 2; currently \textit{Law 12.651} of 05/25/2012 art 16(6). See Crawford and Pignataro 2007 39(1) \textit{University of Miami Inter-American Law Review supra} n 22 at 25-27 for more detail on the position under \textit{Law 4.771}.

\textsuperscript{51} Originally CONAMA resolution 303 of 03/20/2002; currently \textit{Law 12.651} of 05/25/2012 art 4. CONAMA is the National Environmental Council; see Drummond and Barros-Platiau 2006 28(1) \textit{Law and Policy supra} n 25 at 93-94. Under the old Code, the first category of Hilltop Protection Areas are hilltops with a minimum height of 50 m measured from their base, a maximum height of 300 m and a mean slope of 17\% or more. Similar provisions regulate the position for higher hills, mesas and escarpments complying with specified physical characteristics such as height, surface area and slope; see further Soares-Filho \textit{et al} 2014 ‘Supplementary materials’ \url{http://science.sciencemag.org/content/suppl/2014/04/23/344.6182.363.DC1} (accessed 2017-03-15).

\textsuperscript{52} \textit{Law 9.605} of 1998; see eg arts 40 and 49; Benjamin 1998 \textit{Fifth International Conference on Environmental Compliance and Enforcement supra} n 31 at 230; Nepstad \textit{et al} ‘Frontier governance in Amazonia’ 2002 295 \textit{Science} 631.

\textsuperscript{53} See par 4.2 below.

\textsuperscript{54} \textit{Law 12.651} of 05/25/2012, modified by \textit{Law 12.727} and \textit{Decree 7.830} of 10/17/2012.

\textsuperscript{55} For instance, if the property adheres to a Rural Environmental Registry, the Riparian Protection Areas count towards the Legal Reserves; \textit{Law 12.651} of 05/25/2012 art 15; Soares-Filho \textit{et al} 2014 \url{http://science.sciencemag.org/content/suppl/2014/04/23/344.6182.363.DC1} (accessed 2017-03-15).

\textsuperscript{56} \textit{Law 12.651} of 05/25/2012 art 12; Soares-Filho \textit{et al} 2014 344 \textit{Science supra} n 44 at 363; Soares-Filho \textit{et al} 2014 \url{http://science.sciencemag.org/content/suppl/2014/04/23/344.6182.363.DC1} (accessed 2017-03-15).

\textsuperscript{57} \textit{Law 12.651} of 05/25/2012 arts 61(6) and 61B; see further Soares-Filho \textit{et al} 2014 \url{http://science.sciencemag.org/content/suppl/2014/04/23/344.6182.363.DC1} (accessed 2017-03-15).
properties in respect of Protected Riparian Properties are also more lenient.\textsuperscript{58} Hilltop Protection Areas are also defined differently in the new Forest Code\textsuperscript{59} and this change is calculated to have reduced the Hilltop Preservation Areas in Brazil by 87\%.\textsuperscript{60} There is furthermore no longer a restoration requirement in respect of Hilltop Preservation Areas.\textsuperscript{61}

In addition, smaller properties, which may be as big as 440 hectares in the Amazon, receive amnesty for illegal deforestation of Legal Reserves up to 2008 under the new Code and the owners of such properties are relieved of the restoration duty that they had under the original Forest Code.\textsuperscript{62} The impact of this concession is considerable, as 90\% of rural properties in Brazil now enjoy amnesty.\textsuperscript{63} In combination, the various concessions provided for under the new Forest Code are calculated to have reduced Brazil’s ‘environmental debt’ in respect of Legal Reserves and Riparian Protection Areas, which have been cleared before 2008, by 58\%.\textsuperscript{64} The total surface area that had to be restored has been reduced from 50 ± 6 million hectares to 21 ± 1 million hectares, of which a disproportionately large part is situated in the Amazon.\textsuperscript{65}

4 Aspects of Enforcement and Compliance

4.1 Enforcement and Compliance Realities

Commentators agree that the Brazilian laws protecting biodiversity and natural vegetation are of a high standard or even trend-setting.\textsuperscript{66} However, opinions vary on the standard of enforcement of and compliance with these laws, and accordingly, opinions differ on the effectiveness of this legal protection. On the one hand, some commentators point out that Brazil shares in a phenomenon that is


\textsuperscript{59} For instance, hilltops must now be higher than 100 m and have a slope of 25\% or steeper to qualify for protection; Law 12.651 of 05/25/2012 art 4; see further Soares-Filho et al 2014 http://science.sciencemag.org/content/suppl/2014/04/23/344.6182.363.DC1 (accessed 2017-03-15).

\textsuperscript{60} Soares-Filho et al 2014 344 Science supra n 44 at 363.


\textsuperscript{63} Soares-Filho et al 2014 344 Science supra n 44 at 363.

\textsuperscript{64} Soares-Filho et al 2014 344 Science supra n 44 at 363.


\textsuperscript{66} Drummond and Barros-Platiau 2006 28(1) Law and Policy supra n 25 at 100-102; Fernandes 1992 4(1) Journal of Environmental Law supra n 25 at 42; McAllister 4 20.
typical of environmental protection in many developing countries: the laws are adequate, but enforcement and compliance are weak.67 One author typifies the prevailing scenario as one characterised by strong laws, but weak agencies.68

On the other hand, authors also point out positive trends. Several government agencies play an important part in enforcing environmental law and policy.69 Modern technology is used extensively and effectively to gather evidence of transgressions. To detect illegal logging of natural forest vegetation, remote sensing is employed.70 Molecular forensics have been employed in wildlife crime cases.71 In respect of illegal hunting, capture and trading of animals, transgressors are tracked down inter alia by using the internet, particularly Facebook and YouTube.72

A very interesting positive aspect of enforcement and compliance, and one that is all too frequently lacking in developing and some developed countries, is the active and positive part played by lawyers in the enforcement of environmental law in Brazil. In this regard, McAllister highlights the role of the Ministério Público, the federal prosecuting authority in Brazil.73 McAllister argues that the Ministério Público has contributed in three important ways to the effectiveness of environmental enforcement in Brazil. First, it has replaced a culture of impunity, which had been undermining compliance, with a perception


68 McAllister 20 and further.


73 McAllister 4 20 et seq; for a critical evaluation see Crawford ‘Defending public prosecutors and defining Brazil’s environmental “public interest”: a review of Lesley McAllister’s Making Law Matter: Environmental Protection And Legal Institutions In Brazil’ 2009 Geo Wash Intl L Rev 627 et seq. See further Hochstetler and Keck. Greening Brazil: Environmental Activism In State And Society (2007) 51-57.
that even the powerful in government and the private sector could be held accountable for environmental wrongs.\textsuperscript{74} Second, it has assumed the function of holding even the environmental agencies themselves, which constitute a part of the executive arm of government, accountable.\textsuperscript{75} Third, it has improved access to the courts in environmental matters and has itself served as a forum for the resolution of environmental disputes.\textsuperscript{76} Another contribution of jurists to the enforcement of environmental law, highlighted by Benjamin and Bryner, is the role of the judiciary.\textsuperscript{77} Members of the judiciary have interpreted and applied environmental laws in a manner that maximises environmental protection.\textsuperscript{78} In essence, the rule of law may be said to have been strengthened in the field of environmental protection.\textsuperscript{79}

Brazilian environmental law and policy have been shown by scientific analysis to have contributed to a lowering of deforestation rates in the Amazon.\textsuperscript{80} The activities of the environmental police, such as the issuing of fines, have also had an impact in lowering deforestation rates.\textsuperscript{81} In particular, the penalties provided for by the \textit{Environmental Crimes Law} have been credited as contributing to effective enforcement.\textsuperscript{82}

### 4.2 Opposition Against Conservation Initiatives

From the outset, conservation efforts in the Amazon were met with opposition. Advocating rainforest conservation in the Amazon could even endanger human life, as exemplified by the murder of activist Chico Mendes.\textsuperscript{83} Mendes pioneered a concept of so-called extractive reserves, where indigent forest-living people could make a living from the

\textsuperscript{74} McAllister \textit{et seq}; McAllister ‘Of environmental enforcement and compliance: a reply to Professor Crawford’s review of \textit{Making Law Matter: Environmental Protection And Legal Institutions In Brazil}’ 2009 \textit{Geo Wash Intl L Rev} 659.

\textsuperscript{75} McAllister 121 \textit{et seq}; McAllister 2009 \textit{Geo Wash Intl L Rev supra n 74 at 660}.

\textsuperscript{76} McAllister 152 \textit{et seq}; McAllister 2009 \textit{Geo Wash Intl L Rev supra n 74 at 659}.

\textsuperscript{77} Benjamin ‘We, the judges, and the environment’ 2012 \textit{Pace Envtl L Rev} 582; Bryner 2012 \textit{Pace Envtl L Rev supra n 19 at 470}.

\textsuperscript{78} Bryner 2012 \textit{Pace Envtl L Rev supra n 19 at 485-531}.

\textsuperscript{79} McAllister 12-13.


\textsuperscript{81} Hargrave and Kis-Katos ‘Economic causes of deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon: a panel data analysis for the 2000s’ 2013 54 \textit{Environmental and Resource Economics} 498-490.

\textsuperscript{82} Nepstad \textit{et al} 2002 295 \textit{Science} supra n 52 at 631.

sustainable extraction of natural resources, in that case rubber, from indigenous rainforest. He initiated a movement that has been described as the ‘world’s first tropical forest conservation initiative advanced by forest peoples themselves’. Mendes’s activism was in conflict with government policy that favoured forest clearing at the time and also antagonised powerful businesspeople with vested interests in forest clearing. Mendes was shot dead in 1988. His murder was highly publicised and this gave the conservation movement, which had been initiated by him, a further impetus.

It is self-evident that the Forest Code dramatically limits landowner’s rights in respect of their properties, and that it places a heavy burden on landowners by imposing a duty to restore native vegetation at own cost. These inroads into the rights of landowners followed in the wake of Brazilian land reform legislation which provided that private property attained its full social function only if it combined fair distribution, adequate use and conservation of natural resources. This meant that the wasteful use of natural resources became a legal reason to restrict private rights over land, which was revolutionary in Brazil at the time. However, these measures could not make the legal protection of rainforest on private land unassailable.

A politically powerful agribusiness lobby, referred to colloquially as the ruralistas, exerted pressure for changes to the far-reaching provisions of the Forest Code of 1965. The resignation, in 2008, of an environmental minister with a strong record of rainforest conservation was probably symptomatic of a loss of momentum on the side of conservationists in the face of the growing agribusiness backlash. The new Forest Code,
with its significant concessions in favour of development and deforestation at the cost of rainforest conservation, was adopted in 2012.\textsuperscript{91} The new Forest Code has drawn criticism from non-governmental organisations and the scientific community.\textsuperscript{92}

5 Discussion

The conservation status of the Harpy Eagle, contextualised against the conservation threats it faces, confirms a key premise for the legal protection of birds of prey in general. It illustrates clearly that effective legal protection of large birds of prey usually requires a two-pronged approach. First, effective legal protection of the habitat of the birds of prey is essential. No legal intervention on behalf of a bird of prey species is likely to succeed in the long run if effective habitat protection is lacking. How difficult the conservation of habitat can be, is clearly demonstrated by the struggle to ascertain a secure, legally protected future for the Amazon rainforest. Second, the legal protection of habitat must be supplemented by more species-specific legal provisions protecting species against specific threats such as killing and capturing. The mobility of birds often make such species-specific protection for birds arguably more important than, for instance, in the case of large mammals, which may to a greater or lesser degree be confined to protected areas by physical barriers such as fences.

The importance of the conservation of the Amazon for the survival of the Harpy Eagle should be self-evident. However, effective legal conservation of the Harpy Eagle may also strengthen the conservation of the Amazon. The eagle fulfils a key role in the Amazon ecology as an apex predator, and removal of the eagle from the ecosystem could impact negatively on the health of the system in currently unforeseen ways. In most regions where it occurs, the Harpy Eagle preys primarily on arboreal herbivorous mammals that feed on the leaves of forest trees. Such herbivorous animals can have a significant impact on forest regeneration and this means that predators such as the Harpy Eagle render an important ecosystem service.\textsuperscript{93} To safeguard the long-term health of the Amazon ecology, the effective legal protection of the eagle

\begin{itemize}
\item See par 3.2 above.
\item Aguiar-Silva, Sanaiotti and Luz 2014 48(1) \textit{Journal of Raptor Research} supra n 13 at 30. A study in Venezuela found an association between and absence of large predators and decreased tree diversity and concluded that a viable guild of predators was fundamental to maintaining biodiversity; Terborgh \textit{et al} ‘Vegetation dynamics of predator-free land-bridge islands’ 2006 94 \textit{Journal of Ecology} 262. On the other hand, the fact that the Harpy Eagle also preys on fruit-eating animals, which may perform a valuable service as seed-dispersing agents, should perhaps also be taken into account to avoid a too simplistic analysis.
\end{itemize}
is arguably prudent and in accordance with the precautionary principle.94

Conservation of the Harpy Eagle could furthermore contribute to the conservation of the Amazon by fulfilling the role of a so-called flagship species.95 A flagship species is a species that is sufficiently charismatic in the eyes of the public that it can become a powerful symbol and leading element in a conservation campaign.96 Conservation initiatives can, and often are, driven from the top by governments and they typically employ legislation as a coercive means to do this. However, conservation initiatives, including conservation laws, are most likely to succeed if they are perceived to be legitimate by a substantial percentage of the citizenry.97 Experience has shown that arguments for the conservation of ecosystems or ecological processes often fail to find favour with a broad base of citizens engaged in the cares and intricacies of day-to-day living. In a striking contrast, experience has shown that the fate of certain species, especially large predators98 and other species with a perceived magnificence, may often succeed to capture the imagination of the public. The use of such a well-chosen species as a flagship of a broader conservation initiative may contribute to the harnessing of significant political and popular support. As an apex predator in the Amazon, and as the largest eagle species in the world, the Harpy Eagle is a suitable flagship species for the Amazon. It has the potential to capture the imagination of indigenous people living in the Amazon, policy-makers at state and national level, and conservationists and ecotourists internationally.99

95 Donázar et al ‘Roles of raptors in a changing world: from flagships to providers of key ecosystem services’ 2016 63(1) Ardeola 191-195; Simberloff ‘Flagships, umbrellas and keystones: is single-species management passé in the landscape era?’ 1998 Biological Conservation 248-251.
96 Simberloff 1998 Biological Conservation supra n 95 at 250.
97 Crawford and Pignataro 2007 39(1) University of Miami Inter-American Law Review supra n 22 at 64-65.
98 In a North American context, Simberloff 1998 Biological Conservation supra n 95 at 250 mentions the Florida panther Puma concolor coryi as a quintessential flagship species.
99 See eg Trinca, Ferrari and Lees 2008 30 Cotinga supra n 17 at 13; Beletsky Global Birding (2010) 121; Couzens Top 100 Birding Sites of the World (2015) 226-227. It is noteworthy that Stone, in his controversial yet influential essay ‘Should trees have standing – toward legal rights for natural objects’ 1972 45 S Cal LR 476 found it expedient to bring eagles into a habitat-centred argument: ‘I am proposing we do the same with eagles and wilderness areas as we do with copyrighted works, patented inventions, and privacy: make the violation of rights in them to be a cost by declaring the “pirating” of them to be the invasion of a property interest. If we do so, the net social costs the polluter would be confronted with would include not only the extended homocentric costs of his pollution ... but also to the environment per se.’
Incidentally, a focus on the intrinsic value of the Amazon as the world’s largest rainforest, and its importance as habitat of the Harpy Eagle and many other species, should not obscure an important international dimension of the conservation of rainforests in general and the Amazon in particular. Scientists have presented evidence that rainforests can play an important role in the mitigation of climate change by storing carbon on a large scale. The benefit of effective conservation of the Amazon would, therefore, reach far beyond the borders of Brazil and its South American neighbours. The conservation of the Amazon is really in the interest of all the nations of the world.

6 Conclusion

Reflecting on the Harpy Eagle and the Amazon rainforest, two giants of nature, and their vulnerability to the exploits of humans, produces key insights in respect of the conservation of birds of prey and their habitats. In respect of the legal conservation of birds of prey in general, one could conclude that the legal protection of habitat will benefit the conservation of birds of prey, while the legal protection of ‘charismatic’ bird of prey species, whether in their ecological role of apex predators or their emblematic role as flagship species, may well benefit the conservation of habitats.

100 Malhi et al ‘Climate change, deforestation, and the fate of the Amazon’ 2008 Science 319 169-172; Shukla, Nobre and Sellers ‘Amazon deforestation and climate change’ 1990 Science 247 1322-1325. The other side to the coin is that rainforests of the world are themselves negatively impacted by climate change; Malhi ‘Exploring the likelihood and mechanism of a climate-change-induced dieback of the Amazon rainforest’ 2009 106 Proceedings of the National Academy of Science 20610-20615; Nazareno et al ‘Serious new threat to Brazilian forests’ 2011 Conservation Biology 6; Phillips and Brienen 2015 ‘Amazon carbon sink is in decline as trees die off faster’ http://theconversation.com/amazon-carbon-sink-is-in-decline-as-trees-die-off-faster-38946 (accessed 2017-03-23).

101 Supra n 6 at 2.

As seen, the legal conservation status of the Harpy Eagle as a species in Brazilian federal law is satisfactory. A comprehensive body of legislation is in place to regulate utilisation and conservation of the Amazon and other biomes, but concerns over its effectiveness have arisen, especially in the wake of the new Forest Code. A healthy legal status does not necessarily imply a healthy factual conservation status. The agribusiness backlash and the subsequent downgrading of protection under the Forest Code, as well as shortcomings in enforcement, illustrate clearly that the effect of good environmental law and policy can be diluted or neutralised if state and citizen do not act in concert and with dedication. In Brazil, such dilution has produced a rather ironic outcome in so far as the law makes it easier, in many instances, lawfully to destroy rainforest habitat than to shoot a wild animal.

Finally, the conservation threats against the Amazon rainforest should be a matter of concern to the international community. The new frontier in the legal conservation of species and their habitat is one that transcends the boundaries of states and national legal systems. Effective legal protection of species and habitats will increasingly require international cooperation. Eagles and other birds of prey, that can cross international boundaries so effortlessly, should remind us of this reality.